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 The late 19
th

 century held significant societal changes in store for Russia. Industrial 

development on the eve of the abolition of serfdom forced many into new lifestyles, in particular 

relocating former serfs into cities. And Russian society suffered from the consequences of the 

Crimean War, which illuminated Russia’s technological, military, and societal backwardness. 

How to overcome these challenges and move Russia towards progress while preserving Christian 

morals and maintaining social cohesion was unclear. Napoleon’s example loomed large: he 

turned Europe upside down, but was that the solution for Russia? The central issue that Fyodor 

Dostoevsky explores in his novel Crime and Punishment is the “the end justifies the means” 

argument. Through the author’s own experience with this idea credence is gained by the solution 

Dostoevsky masterfully presents to his ideological conflict: the utilitarian ideal fails. 

 Although well-intended and well-legislated, the Emancipation Reform of 1861 left most 

unhappy. By the time Crime and Punishment was published five years later, the process of 

freeing the serfs, albeit its slow progress, resulted in many unforeseen issues. The newly 

liberated peasants who previously relied on their owners for land in exchange for their labor 

were now liberated from the land as well. A few bought land from landowners and continued 

being peasants. The vast majority lacked the money to buy land, so they were compelled to move 

to cities. There, some got low-paying jobs in the textile and steel factories as manufacturing 

quickly expanded in Russia, while the rest resorted to living in extreme poverty, surviving only 

via crime. Landowners, too, were hurt: having lost their entire labor force, they now had to find 

and compensate new workers, which drove many wealthy owners into debt. As a result, these 
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changes to Russian society affected both socioeconomic extremes and transformed the cities into 

pictures of squalor. 

 A similar portrait of mixing the extremes of urban culture is painted in Dostoevsky’s 

description of Saint Petersburg. Despite the presence of vibrant musical, artistic, and literary 

cultures at the time, only a ghetto is seen through the narrator’s eyes. The streets are marked with 

drunks, prostitutes, and policemen throughout. Not only does Dostoevsky’s painting of Saint 

Petersburg include an attempted bridge suicide, but he further highlights the dandy’s stalking of 

a young woman and Marmeladov’s fatal accident as commonplace and accepted events. The city 

is a disease — there is no “air . . . that first of all [is what every man needs]” (Dostoevsky 440), 

and attempting to survive the heat spell when living in tiny closets literally kills the characters’ 

dreams. 

The social changes in Saint Petersburg eradicated common lifestyles. Serfs, for instance, 

had content with their lives before the reform, but now their set dependence upon their owners 

had been removed and they had to find a new route for their future. Meanwhile, the youth found 

themselves looking for a new path, exploring the ideas of the French reformist movement, of 

nihilism, and of other Enlightenment concepts. And they could not tolerate the police state that 

Russia had become under Tsar Alexander II and were desperate for a solution. The crisis further 

escalated thanks to the financial disarray caused by the removal of privately subsidized room and 

board for peasants and by the debt into which the landlords were falling. Throughout Saint 

Petersburg, the lower classes were stuck, and sensationalist ideas of what to do next became 

inspirational. After leaving university due to a lack of means and now finding himself without a 

set path in life, Raskolnikov starts listening to the voices around him: he admires and absorbs the 

logic of the student in the pub who argues that “a thousand good deeds and undertakings that 
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could be arranged and set going by the money that old woman has doomed to the monastery . . . 

[make] up for one tiny little crime” (65), and after witnessing the attempted suicide from the 

bridge, he considers that option for his own future but ultimately decides that the water is “vile . . 

. better not” (170). The radical surroundings of the 1860s that Dostoevsky presents led to the 

emergence of the idea of doing what was previously illegal — what other way was there to live 

and attempt to prosper for those whose future had been destroyed by political change? And 

perhaps it was in society’s best interests to commit such illegal and seemingly immoral acts; 

after all, who would miss a lowly, unappealing, expendable pawnbroker? All this social turmoil 

and mélange of moral concepts formed the main question Dostoevsky attributed to 

Raskolnikov’s mind: does the poverty that immerses a thinker justify killing and robbing a 

relatively wealthy and intellectually inferior crone? 

 Dostoevsky explores this question from multiple perspectives, and then gives an answer 

via Raskolnikov’s spiritual journey. The protagonist’s crime fails, as he does not find the 

pawnbroker’s money as he originally planned, he is crushed by nightmares, and eventually he 

cannot resist confessing even after the death of Svidrigailov, the only reputable witness to 

Raskolnikov’s confession to Sonya. Indeed, Dostoevsky demonstrates that even an intellectual 

like Raskolnikov cannot prove himself capable of committing murder in the name of an abstract 

larger societal good and “living to tell the tale”. The rationale behind this argument stems from 

Dostoevsky’s own life. When Dostoevsky was a young officer, a friend invited him to join the 

Petroshevsky Circle, a small group of intellectuals who nonviolently embraced Decembrist ideas. 

Their discussion of revolutionary ideals and of utopian socialism was inspired by French 

socialist reformists who insisted on improving the lives of workers and on ensuring democracy. 

Discussions in the Circle led Dostoevsky to the popular concept that some individuals have the 
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right to surpass moral considerations in their actions in the name of greatness and societal 

benefit. Dostoevsky’s interest in Napoleon reinforced his “end justifies the means” rationale: 

born the year of Napoleon’s death to a father who had served in the Patriotic War of 1812 against 

the French, Dostoevsky was intimately familiar with Napoleon’s actions and ideas. His rise from 

being a simple officer to ruling an empire due to his individual exceptional abilities struck 

Dostoevsky, an army engineer himself. In addition, Napoleon embodied utilitarianism, since he 

deliberately ended many lives in the service of public utility, in this case to eventually win over 

the entirety of Europe. For instance, when Napoleon learned that the Royalists were plotting 

against him in order to restore power to the French crown, he sent a general to Germany to arrest 

Louis Antoine de Bourbon, Duke of Enghien, a prince who was neither in line for the throne, nor 

involved in the plot — he was merely a relative of the former French king. The prince was 

brought to Paris, where Napoleon promptly ordered his execution. Morals certainly did not 

impede Napoleon — he was a superior individual and, according to many in Dostoevsky’s circle, 

he had the right and the duty to transcend moral and legal rules in the pursuit of net social 

benefit. The writer’s impression of these ideas became the reason why Raskolnikov idolized 

Napoleon: he acted as a template for Raskolnikov’s future since no other path was apparent in 

the time of social unrest. 

But Dostoevsky soon lost this view, illuminating the reason for Raskolnikov’s downfall. 

A police spy ratted out the Circle, and the Tsar, who was rightfully afraid of a return of 

revolutionary thoughts, ordered an execution of the members of the Circle, including 

Dostoevsky. At the last minute, however, a messenger from the Tsar rode up and announced that 

the execution was off — but the members were still stripped of their titles and sent to katorga, 

the Siberian equivalent of a labor camp. This punishment was extremely difficult for 
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Dostoevsky: as he wrote to his brother, “I consider those four years a time when I was buried 

alive and buried deep in a coffin” (Letters 181).  Spending his days reading The New Testament, 

the only book in his possession, Dostoevsky was gradually reborn. He began his new life with a 

ruthless reassessment of utilitarian ideas, declaring his new ideals of changing oneself, not the 

world, in his Pushkin memorial address: 

Truth is not outside thee, but in thyself. Find thyself in thyself . . . and thou wilt see the 

truth. . . . If thou conquer and subdue thyself, then thou wilt be freer than thou hast ever 

dreamed . . . and thou wilt see happiness, for thy life will be fulfilled and thou wilt at the 

last understand thy people and their sacred truth.  (Works 304) 

By the time Dostoevsky was allowed to return to Saint Petersburg, he no longer believed that an 

individual could change society for the better through utilitarianism This moral re-birth through 

self-reflection and connection with Christian moral ideals is what the author traces in the 

evolution of Raskolnikov, who considers himself above others and thus awards himself the right 

to avoid the constraints of social norms. Through Raskolnikov’s demise, Dostoevsky 

demonstrates his conclusion that overstepping morality is never acceptable. 

 Besides Dostoevsky’s personal experience of the conflict, one more aspect gives his 

argument credence: its applicability to upcoming events. Remarkably, the author’s claim carries 

the novel past literary and artistic value, allowing it to also predict the future. In portraying a 

thinker who wants to justify his actions through net social benefit, Dostoevsky was perhaps the 

first to describe such an individual and explain jhor underlying psychology. We now know that 

Soviet revolutionaries, for instance, adhered to this mentality. Lenin, widely considered the 

father of the Revolution, was an educated man, an avid reader of philosophers; this qualified him 

as intellectually superior. And one of his most influential commands was that the opposition 

must be captured and executed; now, his intellectual superiority has justified his ignorance of 
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morality for the sake of helping society. Lenin’s famous line, “When you fell a forest, chips fly” 

(323), follows Raskolnikov’s concept that the end justifies the means: the forest represents the 

tyrannical old crone, and the chips are simply the collateral damage, representing Lizaveta’s fate. 

As history showed, Lenin’s actions, which led to the deaths of millions of innocent people in the 

name of the eternal happiness of the working class, only caused more suffering. History has 

therefore further validated Dostoevsky’s theory: when utilitarian ideology is used, it invariably 

fails. 

 Russia in the 1860s is one of the main reflections offered by Crime and Punishment. But 

besides Dostoyevsky’s powerful descriptions of the horrors caused by the social changes of the 

era, he also presents a powerful rejection of the utilitarian approach. The author’s answer is 

corroborated simultaneously by his experience prior to publishing his famous novel, and by 

similar circumstances that arose decades later. The questions posed by the novel remain alive 

today because we are often faced with the dilemma of acting morally under difficult 

circumstances, particularly when we face divergent ideas of how to orient our moral compasses. 

Tallying historical counts to make a case for utilitarianism is inherently difficult, since of all 

unsolved crimes, it is impossible to identify which were motivated by a desire for net social 

benefit, and which were ordinary. Dostoevsky’s powerful novel shows that assigning oneself 

superior rights and overstepping morality in the name of social benefit is a sin that haunts the 

criminal and becomes his harshest punishment, and that the road to redemption is long and 

difficult. If only his conclusion were and followed by powers and strongmen to be — but the 

history of the 20
th

 century shows that Dostoevsky’s lesson was largely ignored. 
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